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General

Several candidates answered four questions very well, but only half-completed the fifth
question.  This seems to indicate that several candidates did not finish the paper in the
allocated time.

Question 1

• Very few candidates were able to do the sectioning of the ribs in the sectional left
view correctly.

• Most candidates did not make use of fillets (side view and top view).
• The circle at an angle in the top view proved difficult for many candidates.  In some

schools, almost all the learners got it correct, while in other schools, not one learner
knew how to do the construction.

Question 2

• This question was generally answered well.
• Some candidates still got the placing of the isometric view incorrect in spite of two

reference points given by the examiner.
• The majority of marks lost on this question were on the construction of the isometric

curves.
• Most candidates just drew a random curve (free hand).
• The hidden detail line connecting the top of the two curves was left out by most

candidates.
• Some candidates seemed to draw the correct curves, but showed no construction.

Question 3

• Several candidates got full marks for this question.
• A few candidates seemed to have no idea of the basic rules of perspective e.g.:
• Lines are vanished towards the Picture Plane instead of the Horizon Line.
• The bottom corner of the perspective view starts on the SP instead of on the

Ground Line.
• Height measurements from the side view are projected directly to a point instead of to

the true length line first and then vanished.
• Most candidates got the height projection onto the angled surface incorrect.

Question 4

• This was the best answered question of the paper.
• Hidden detail was left out by several candidates.
• Almost all candidates got the front view correct.
• A few candidates placed the correct top view in the correct place, but the orientation

of the view was upside down or rotated through 90°.
• Some candidates drew the right view instead of the left view.
• General quality of sketch work was poor.



• Many candidates did not make use of projection lines, which lead to the views being
out of proportion in relation to each other.

• Some candidates preferred to draw the drawing with instruments (Most of these got
the whole drawing correct).

Question 5

• This was by far the most difficult and probably the most controversial question in the
paper.  It was the only question for which the provincial average was below a pass
mark.

• That 20% of the candidates did not even attempt to do this question is probably due
to the very high degree of visualisation required to rotate a simple object in two
different planes at the same time and then section it.

• Most candidates drew the sectional view immediately, without first drawing the
complete view in construction and then cutting away the sectioned part.

• This question gave the outstanding candidates an opportunity to distinguish
themselves from the good candidates.  Most of the candidates who achieved an A-
aggregate for the paper got full marks, or almost full marks, for this question.
Outside of these candidates, most other candidates got very little or nothing correct.


